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Date:

Best Friends
Hi, my name is Lucas. I go to school with my
four best friends. We are in the same class.
Zac wants to be a teacher one day.
Samantha wants to be a scientist one day.
Ben wants to design computer games one day.
Rachael wants to be an author one day.
And what do I want to do? I've always
wanted to be a photographer.
I took this photo of my friends in the
playground. And this is all of us at the park.
We are best friends!
What do they do?

A teacher
An author
A computer game designer
A scientist
A photographer
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Name:
Write and illustrate

Date:
What jobs would you and two of your friends be good at?

This is me.

This is my friend.

This is my friend.

My name is

name is

name is

I would be a good

would be a good

would be a good

because

because

because

Describe some things you would like to be able to do when you are older.
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Name:

Date:

Write a word in each sail that describes the qualities of a good friend.

Nothing is
better than a
good
friendship!

Write a few sentences that describe your best friend.

Find suitable pairs and make compound words from these words.
eg friend + ship = friendship

arm
back
butter

dish

fly

eye

grape

gem

high

count
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jelly

ground
lash
fish

washer
chair
down
vine way
stone

Name:

Date:

Guess The Secret Identities
Write a poem that describes the physical features of yourself or one of your friends.
- Use suitable adjectives eg fair frizzy hair, long fingernails etc.
- Show your description to others and see if they can guess who your poem is about.
- Illustrate your poem.
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